KidsMatter Committee Meeting Minutes 2016: KMAT meeting 31/3/16

Meeting Date: 23/03/2016
Attendees: Sheila CHEHADE, Andrea CURTIS, Angela Sue ELKIN, Jane GLASSON, Dionne KELLY, Bradley Ryan SCHUTZ, Amanda BAIRD

Other Attendees: Sue Cantor-Drummond, Dilhani Daunda, Yi Jun, Eve Drummond, Isabella Tucker, Kellie Wagner,

Apologies: Dennis SMITH

Comment: George Cox and Antucco (Apologies)

Agenda

#1 SRC feedback
Welcome to the Executive. Feedback from Anti-Bullying Day March 18 and poster competition. Lots of entries, prizes were well received. Executive chose stationery and a canteen voucher for the prizes. All entries will be displayed in the library. Winning entries are currently on display. Developing student voice across different areas including Education. Jane will approach the Zealand family to see if we could arrange for large printing of winning entry, to spend the remaining funding.

#2 Resilience Project
Meeting April 12 or 13- Parent workshop meeting
Meeting next term to unpack the data from the survey.
Monday June 20 - conference with Andrew Fuller to further investigate data and findings.
Building Bounce sessions - parent funded for children who would benefit from some resilience training
Resilience survey used nationally. Feedback has been given regarding some of the language.

#3 Positive Education Conference
Feedback- developing an effective model. Learn it, Live it, Teach it, Embed it.

#4 Action Plan
Money left over - Jane to follow up Zealand family and postcards. Andrea to look at printing costs.
Middle yard to be resurfaced in holidays.
Positive Ed - could adopt gratitude journals

#5 Play at Lunchtime
Requiring Year 5 or 6s to lead the PALS program. Year 7s unable to offer a consistent program due to other commitments.
Discussion of how other schools are handling the program - perhaps select those students who really want to be a part of it.
Approach the Year 6 Team for support- Angela

#6 Website
Kidsmatter tab has been installed on the website and will be kept up to date with minutes, values cup, action team and parent information. Brad to investigate if this can be put on school stream

Students